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BUNTING
 
Use these flags to make brilliant bunting for your bedroom, classroom or…
another room. 
 
YOU WILL NEED: scissors, glue or sellotape, string or ribbon. You may need 
an adult to help.
 
1.    Use a pair of scissors to cut around the flags

2.    Fold the flap at the top of each flag over, along the dotted line

3.    Cut a long piece of string to fix your flags to

4.    Fix one of the flags to the string by folding the flap over the string and 
taping or gluing it in place

5.    Stick the other flags along the string, spacing them out regularly

6.    Your bunting is ready to display

Bunting- Remove the word blue
 

Place CARDS
 
Place cards to decorate your party table and let everyone know where they 
are sitting. 
 
YOU WILL NEED: scissors. You may need an adult to help
 
1.    Use a pair of scissors to cut around the name place holders

2.    Fold the place holder along the centre dotted line.

3.    Write the name in the white box

4.    Your name place cards is ready to be displayed on the table

 
 Party Hat
 
Use these Party hats to brighten up your party. 
 
YOU WILL NEED: Scissors, string or elastic and a hole punch. You may need 
an adult to help.
 
1.    Cut around the party hat

2.    Fold along the dotted line

3.    Create holes for your string or elastic by using a hole punch to make a hole. 
Then feed your elastic or string through the hole and tie in a knot at each end. 

Paperchains
 
 YOU WILL NEED: scissors. You may need an adult to help

1.    Print out your sheet of paperchains.

2.    Carefully cut out your paperchains along the dotted lines

3.     Take one paperchain. Use glue or sticky tape to make it into a loop

4.     Take another paperchain. Slot it through the first loop, and use glue or 
sticky tape to stick the ends together, creating a second  loop

5.    Carry on, looping each strip of paper until you have a complete chain

 
Pin the tail on the Rat
 
Can you pin the tail on Rattus? Use Rattus as a game at your party.
 
YOU WILL NEED: scissors and pins. You may need an adult to help
 
 
1.    Cut Rattus and his tails out.

2.     Pin Rattus to a flat surface such as a wall or board

3.     Blindfold one player and give them a rat tail to hold

4.    Spin the player around in a circle for a few seconds until they get dizzy 
and lose their sense of direction

5.    The blindfolded player then tries to pin their rat tail on the end of 
Rattus, trying to remember where the Rattus was hanging

6.    The winner is the person who pins their tail closet to the target – 
Rattus’s bottom
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